DATE: Thursday June 24, 2010
TO: All Offerors of Record
FROM: Greg Van Wart, CNM Sr. Buyer
SUBJECT: Amendment/Addendum #1 to T-2800 “Audio Visual Equipment, Supplies & Installation”.

This addendum becomes part of the Contract Documents.

Offerors are required to acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on page 25, Section E.

Changes, Additions and Clarifications as follows:

(1) Have you had any questions on this bid yet? If so, will answers be posted on the CNM site, our will all that register get answers by email?
   • Amendment(s) get posted to our website and are faxed to the vendor listing; however it is ultimately your responsibility to periodically check CNM’s website site for updates.

(2) On the extended warranty options for Lot 1, 2, and 3. Since this is an option, will it be used in determining lowest bidder?
   • NO. Lot # 1 items 1 -19, Lot # 2 items 21 – 29 and Lot # 3 items 41 – 49 will be used to determine the lowest bidder

(3) Is this a trouble shooting type warranty? Is the extended warranty a price per visit or an overall cost for 3 years regardless of number of visits? Or
   • Overall cost for 3 years

(4) The products on this bid have various warranties, is this just to cover items that have less than 3 year warranties?
   • Reference (3)

   Lot #1 & #2 - Rio Rancho campus

(5) CONFIRM THE CORRECT PART # FOR ITEM #5: MPS-100 (8OHM) OR MPS-100-70V (70VOLT)
   Note: Atlas Speaker specified is a 70v speaker
   • MPS-100 70v mono model
(6) CONFIRM THE SOURCE LIST FOR SMALL ROOMS:
1) Desktop PC - VGA + Stereo
2) Laptop PC - VGA + Stereo
   • Optional will connect to VGA in quoted flip top media center (Pg. 9 Item #4)
3) DVD/VCR - Composite + Stereo
4) Spare composite jack/cable + stereo RCA
   • Same sources for small and large classrooms

(7) CONFIRM THE SOURCE LIST FOR LARGE ROOMS
Please confirm the source list for the large classrooms
1) Desktop PC - VGA + Stereo
2) Laptop PC - VGA + Stereo
   • Optional will connect to VGA in quoted flip top media center (Pg. 9 Item #4)
3) DVD/VCR - Composite + Stereo
4) Spare composite jack/cable + stereo RCA

(8) Confirm the actual room count i.e. Quantity of each item in lots #1 & #2
Quantity of small classrooms
• 18
Quantity of large classrooms
• 2

(9) SCREENS:
Are they 4:3 aspect ratios?
• Yes
What size are they?
• At the Rio Rancho Campus, the typical classroom screen is 70“ X 70”
Will the GC remount them to the correct height?
• The screens are adjustable since they are manual pull down screens. The contractor will adjust
  their current height.

(10) Projector Mounts:
Will the GC relocate the existing ceiling pans & projector mounts to accommodate projector throw
specification?
• The projector mounts are adjustable/flexible. The contractor will adjust their current location.
Are the existing projector mounts expected to be used or discarded in lieu of the requested projector mounts.
• Please include mount specified in bid documents

(11) OTHER QUESTIONS:
Is item #11, the utility shelf for the DVD/VCR?
• Yes

(12) Lot #3 - SRC Main Campus Level 1 Lab
Please identify the Lab location at the Main campus
• SRC room numbers; 122, 123, 124, 125 and 126
Will we have an opportunity for a site survey of this room?
• See Note below for a mandatory site survey.
Will we be expected to quote installation without having an opportunity for a site survey?
• Installation must be included in Bid Lots 1-3. See note below for a mandatory site survey.
NOTE: A Mandatory site survey to be held June 30, 2010 at 1:00 – 2:00 at CNM’s Main Campus for SRC rooms and then from 3:00 – 4:00 at CNM’s Rio Rancho Campus located at 2601 Campus Blvd NE, Rio Rancho 87144. Hard Hats are required and proper shoes.

NOTE: This project is considered a Public Works Project and therefore requires a wage rate decision.

- Reference Wage Rate Decision No. SA-10-0888 B. ALL contractors MUST have an active registration with the Labor Enforcement Fund before bidding on any public works project. Bids from contractors who are not registered will be considered INVALID.

- The complete wage rate decision package will be posted to CNM’s website

PERFORMANCE AND PAYMENT BONDS. A performance bond and a payment bond, covering materials and labor, each in the amount of 100% of the resultant price agreement cost is required. The bond must be executed by the bidder with a surety company authorized to do business in New Mexico or other suitable sureties approved by the State Board of Finance. The performance and payment bonds must be received by the buyer issuing the award within 14 days of the award and must reference this Invitation to Bid Number on the face of the documents.